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Ligra srl - Visual Communication Supplies

Forty years leading the market
Ligra's history begins in June 1968, when Modern Plastic was founded, company specialized in the
production of plastic articles on behalf of important and renowned trademarks, among which FINS
(Fabbrica Italiana Nuovi Schermi), the only Italian producer of projection screens. Technical skills
and the proven partners' experience bring soon excellent results which are then awarded in 1975
with the prestigious European Commerce Oscar, the so called 'Gold Mercury International
Award'.
In 1976 the company creates an industrial production line destined to the manufacturing of
screens for amateur projection, shortly becoming world leader even on behalf of third parties:
Techno, Apex, Optex, Bonum, and Jessop. The annual production consists of approximately
150,000 screens and is totally absorbed and managed by national distributors located in over 30
countries world-wide.
At the end of the 80s springs the idea to expand the range of products, targeting a wider market
and detaching from the amateur sector in which the company was strongly rooted.

The development project took place in 1994 with the foundation of Ligra, by integrating the now
consolidated amateur screens line with a complete range of supports for visual communication
both in the educational & conference sectors and in the home theatre sector.

A Company heading to the future
Thanks to a 40-year-long experience in the AV segment, Ligra can supply a very large selection of
Audio Visual, Office and Educational equipments. Ligra covers an operational surface of over
5000 sq.m., subdivided into one production units and a large warehouse to store the packaged
product. The production system is focusing QUALITY SAFETY and DURABILITY as key features of
the full range of products. Our qualified technical department is at your full disposal for any kind
of support you shall require. The logistic department is responsible for durable packaging of the
goods in order to withstand international deliveries world wide. All products are CE certified and
we offer 24 month warranty on screens and 5 years on electric motors.

Av-Pro
Beamers
Ligra is an authorized partner and distributor of some of the major beamer brands. Among the
others: BenQ (Laser, Installation, LED, Educational beamers), NEC (Desktop, Network, LCD, DLP
and Educational beamers) and Panasonic (Home Cinema, LED laser, Installation, LCD, Educational
beamers). From the outfitting of a small meeting room to the setup of a large arena show, Ligra is
the ideal partner to choose the best solution fit for the customer’s needs.

Projection screens
Ligra offers a wide range of projection screens: portable for rental (Presenter – the world’s
smallest table screens - and Quickfold, ideal for temporary installations in large environments),
manual (with the exclusive CSR – Controlled Screen Return – system), motorized (both tensioned
and not tensioned, fit for wall or counter-ceiling mounting), for special installations (such as the
Cobra range with an upwards unrolling system) and for Home Theatre (with rigid frame).

Large Format Display
Ligra is a Philips partner for the distribution of Large Format Displays such as interactive screens
(touch monitors and totem displays) and digital signage systems, while we rely on NEC for
videowall and field analyst solutions.

Document cameras & Videoconferencing
Ligra is a Lumens partner for the distribution of hi-end visualizers and document cameras, fit for
educational or for professional use (ie. Medical) and a Panasonic distributor for videoconferencing
devices.

Supports
Ligra distributes the Chief supports for monitors and TVs among a wide range of other installation
solutions.

Educational
Since 2008 Ligra is the sole distributor of the Mimio interactive systems in Italy. Mimio, a part of
the Sanford-Newell Rubbermaid portfolio, is one of the most prominent producers of equipment
for education. Among the products of the MimioClassroom: MimioTeach (a device that turns any
surface into an interactive whiteboard), MimioView document camera, MimioVote voting system,
MimioCapture to convert real-life ink into vector graphics, MimioMobile to work with the
classroom iPads.
Since 2012, Ligra is a Panasonic partner for the distribution of the Elite Panaboard interactive
whiteboards in Italy, with capacitive (T880) or IR technology (T580).
Ligra produces and distributes a wide range of products for the educational market: short-throw
and ultra-short-throw beamers for iWBs (Panasonic, BenQ, NEC, Hitachi), interactive monitors
(Philips, C-Touch, BenQ) and MoviBoard – FlyBoard trolleys. Moreover, Ligra is the sole
distributor for Italy of the Monarch LapCabby range of units for secure and recharge laptops,
netbooks and tablets. We are a partner of Toshiba for the distribution of laptop computers for the
educational market.

